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The Ivy, London
‘I have a longstanding grouse with the
bookings arrangements of London’s
über-brasseries’

by: Tim Hayward

When I first moved to London in the 1990s, a
wide-eyed, suburban neophyte from a grey,
coastal necropolis, The Ivy represented everything
I aspired to. It was “old” London — haunt of raffish
theatrical deities — and “new”, with its bar
propped up by the admen, designers, publishers
and broadcasters we now term, collectively,
yuppies. I craved admission and, if it had ever
been possible to see anything through the
damned stained glass, I would probably have
spent nights with my grubby nose pressed to the
windows until some be-toppered doorman shooed
me away like a Dickensian pickpocket.

This year The Ivy closed its doors and underwent
an extensive renovation. The “new” Ivy looks, well,
in every important respect, just like the old Ivy but
with a lighter, more open feel and a large central
bar that is actually a lovely spot to eat. This is
good news, for one particular reason.
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I have a longstanding grouse with the bookings
arrangements at a particular stratum of London
restaurants — let’s call them the “über-brasseries”.
It is part of the brand that they maintain an air of
exclusivity, so online booking is routinely blocked
out between about 6.30pm and 10pm on any day
in the next quarter. You are enjoined to call the
restaurant if a table isn’t available, at which point
you’ll be granted one if you’re sufficiently
impressive or persistent. The bar, then, is where
you’ve got the best chance of snagging a booking.

The menu is similar to previous incarnations.
There’s plenty of fish, some nurseryish old
favourites and some that can be considered, in a
place with this kind of pedigree, “classics”.
Executive chef Gary Lee has brought his
experience and love of pan-Asian cuisine to the
menu, though I’m still not convinced how
comfortably it sits. The Ivy is an institution that’s
British to the core and is located amid some of the
best Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese and Indonesian
restaurants in the country. I admire their chutzpah
but I can’t bring myself to condone calling a
section of the menu “Asian Graze”, which sounds
like a doubly unpleasant Chinese burn. There’s a
gratifyingly well-populated potato section. I like to
see this as a tiny comforting gesture to me and
the four other people in London who still willingly
pollute themselves with carbohydrates.

Westminster’s environmental health department
has drawn flak for its strictures on raw meats and
eggs in restaurants, which must have made life
difficult when recreating The Ivy’s famed steak
tartare. It now arrives pre-mixed, seasoned well
and pressed into a neat cake. Bottled condiments
are supplied but none of the traditional chopped
veg or raw egg. (You can ask for the egg but it’s
no longer part of the dish.) I’ve always enjoyed
steak tartare. I like the slightly transgressive



element of
wolfing down
raw beast and
I enjoy the
theatre of
mixing it at
the table. The
new Ivy
tartare is
extremely
tasty and
tragically
robbed of
enjoyment.

Bearing in
mind food-

hygiene regulations, the treatment of the tartare is
merely manslaughter but what they’ve done to the
soft-shell crab is premeditated. A good crab
usually looks like a Kentucky Fried Tarantula,
scraggy and irregular. One bites through its
papery envelope to release a sort of heterogenous
mulch of hot crab flesh. It’s rude, sexy, messy and
immersive food. These guys have found,
somewhere, a demonic crab-surgeon who can
reduce the creature to a set of eight similarly sized
and shaped crab “drumsticks”. These came with a
“green Sciracha (sic) sauce” that had been so
rigorously coached to keep quiet and mannerly
that for the first six dips I thought it was avocado
purée. To follow what was becoming the theme of
the evening, superb ingredients had been
marshalled into politeness.

Roasted cod fillet was finished crisp on the
hotplate and fell into moist flakes the size of
surfboards. It was a show-stopping piece and
could have carried the day if only the crushed
potatoes, nduja sausage and datterini had
sufficient muscle to support it.



The Ivy is so important to our collective idea of
what a restaurant should be that it feels wrong to
diss it. The physical work they’ve done to honour
that memory in the renovation is beyond reproach
but, in a place that effectively defined restaurants
for generations, surely less than outstanding food
is a missed opportunity? Or perhaps for such a
carefully controlled audience, the food just doesn’t
matter as much as the superb environment or
faultless service.
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